Effect of Carbon Particles on Aerodynamic Performance of a Radial Inflow Turbine in Closed Brayton Cycle
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Abstract: For the closed Brayton cycle using carbon heaters, working fluid contains some solid particles generally. These impurities will enter turbine along with gas, influence aerodynamic performance, and even make turbine work under off-design condition. Therefore, it is necessary to study the influence of particles on turbine. In this paper, a turbine using argon with carbon particles as working fluid is investigated. Particles are assumed to have no volume and are evenly divided into ten different sizes. Based on the discrete phase model (DPM), CFD method is adopted to simulate turbine flow field, and influences of carbon particle mass fraction, particle diameter and incident velocity on aerodynamic performance are analyzed. The results indicate that as particle mass fraction increases, total pressure, static pressure and Mach number decrease significantly, isentropic efficiency decreases slightly, while temperature increases. Collision and rebound of particles in flow field are more intense with a larger particle diameter, but flow field is less influenced under the same mass fraction due to decrease of particle number. Incident velocity has little effect on aerodynamic performance; however, with increase of incident velocity, diameter of particles on blade surface is larger and collision of particles is more intense especially in nozzle. These results will help understand the influence of solid particles on turbines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The massive consumption of fossil fuels not only brings about energy crisis, but also causes many environmental and climate problems. In addition to the development of alternative clean energy, one of the most practical and effective solutions is to improve the efficiency of energy utilization.

Closed Brayton cycles (CBC) with many benefits have potential to solve the above problems. Compared with conventional system, CBC can achieve higher efficiency with simpler equipment, and the choice of heat source as well as working fluids is more flexible [1]. CBC has been adopted in plenty of R&D programmes and commercially operated plants. In 1981, Research Center Juelich (KFA) in Germany built the high temperature helium turbomachine test facility (HHV) test system for the high temperature reactor helium gas turbine (HHT) project in collaboration of Germany, Switzerland, and the United States [2]. General Atomics (USA) and MINNATOM (Russia) made the plan in 1995 to develop and design the Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) [3], which will be constructed in Russia at the Siberian Chemical Combine. The Gas Turbine High Temperature Reactor 300 (GTHTR300) program was proposed in 2001 for the purpose of developing a closed-cycle helium gas turbine [4]. In France, Framatone ANP, owned by AREVA and Siemens, developed the ANTARES (AREVA New Technology Advanced Reactor Energy Supply) hydrogen and electricity production concept [5]. Since the late 1990s, many institutes such as Sandia National Laboratories, Idaho National Laboratories, Argonne National Laboratories, Czech Technical University and Tokyo Institute of Technology, pay attention to the S-CO2 cycle [6]. An 8MW CBC unit that converts waste heat into electricity using S-CO2 working fluid was presented by Echogen in December 2014 as the first commercial application of S-CO2 power cycles [1].

In a CBC as shown in Fig. 1 [7-10], working fluid is converted into power in turbine [11]. For the heat exchanger using carbon heaters, a small part of carbon is transformed into particles during heat transfer process and enters turbine along with the high-temperature and high-pressure fluid. Therefore, the fluid contains carbon particles when turbine is operating [12, 13]. With entrance of particles, service life, aerodynamic efficiency and cooling performance of blades decline seriously, which in turn affects safety [14], reliability and economy of the turbine. Moreover, with continuous increase of turbine inlet temperature and application of advanced cooling technology, the problem of particle flow in turbine becomes non-negligible and must be paid attention to.

Many researchers, such as Lv et al. [15], Aminjan et al. [16], and Feng et al. [17] have proposed integrated methods to analyze and design turbomachines. But these studies did not consider the presence of particles in the working fluid. Trajectory of solid particles in turbo-machinery is different from working fluid. Particles have different tracks and kinematic characteristics due to differences of particle diameter, mass, flow passage shape, and gas flow field property. Generally, effects of particles on turbine performance vary with mass fraction and particle diameter.

Han [18] adopted CFD method to calculate three-phase erosion flow. Compared with clean water condition, hydraulic efficiency of turbine under erosion condition...
decreases, and the particles mixed in liquid-phase will disturb the water flow distribution on the working side of blade. Liu [19] used the DPM model to simulate erosion of particles on turbine blades, and found that capture efficiency of blades increases firstly and then decreases with particle size. Yao [20] employed the same method and suggested that as particle mass flow increases, the DPM erosion rate of blade increases significantly. Noon and Kim [21] explored the impact of different concentrations of sediment particles on the performance of Francis turbine and found that as the concentration increases, the efficiency loss of Francis turbine also increases. Ghenaiet [22] studied the trajectory of particles in a radial turbine and figured out that only small size particles travel easily through the rotor passage, whereas large particles only cross a small part of the rotor entry then are centrifuged back till reducing in size. Hu [23] took steam turbine as research object and explored motion status of different particle diameters in flow field. Trajectories of large particles are close to a straight line, and small particles mainly flow with the mainstream. In addition, Cao [24] and Roa [25] adopted steam turbines and water turbines as research objects respectively, and found that erosion rate is related to particle diameter and mass fraction of particles.

To sum up, mass fraction and diameter of particles have different effects on collision, erosion, and deposition in turbo-machinery. However, to the authors' knowledge, there are few researches on numerical simulations of the turbine with carbon particles in CBC. In order to provide a reference for engineering design, trajectory and collision of carbon particles in a radial turbine are simulated. Effects of carbon particle mass fraction, particle diameter and incident velocity on aerodynamic performance are analyzed.

2 NUMERICAL CALCULATION
2.1 Geometry Model and Meshing

The radial turbine investigated in this paper is derived from a test bed. Design parameters of the radial turbine after simplification are shown in Tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of stator blades</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rotor blades</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet blade height/radius</td>
<td>5.6/40 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet (hub) blade height/radius</td>
<td>14/18 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet (shroud) blade height/radius</td>
<td>14/32 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of tip clearance to blade height</td>
<td>1.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The geometry of the turbine is shown in Fig. 2. In order to reduce computation cost under the premise of accuracy, the periodic boundary technique is utilized to model a single-passage as shown in Fig. 3. Meshes on the blade surface, the tip gap and the wall surface are locally refined to ensure that boundary calculation data can be finely captured. The tip gap is set to 0.2 mm to capture tip leakage flow. Grid independence is verified by comparing the numerical simulation results under different grid numbers including 286101, 488672, 776672, 892480, and 1172416. Tab. 2 illustrates the dependence of aerodynamic performance on number of grids. It is observed that changes in each parameter become small when number of grids is larger than 776672. Hence, the grid with number of grids being 776672 is taken for simulation.

In this paper, the standard k-ε model is used as turbulence model and mixed gas of helium and xenon is the working fluid. Since physical parameters of this working fluid are similar to those of argon, furthermore, Liu's study [26] illustrated the flow similarity of argon and mixture of helium and xenon in a CBC. Argon can be used as working fluid in this study instead. The stator is set as a fixed fluid area and the rotor is set as a rotational fluid area with a speed of ~90000 rpm. The mixing plane method is used to reflect genuine flow status. The boundary conditions of inlet and outlet are set as pressure inlet and pressure outlet. The boundary condition parameters are shown in Tab. 3.

### 2.2 Discrete Phase Model

The Discrete Phase Model (DPM) is based on the Euler-Lagrange approach [27-30]. The discrete phase is composed of spherical particles dispersed in the continuous phase. The fluid is managed as a continuous medium in simulation and described in the Eulerian coordinate system. The initial position, velocity, diameter and temperature of the particle are defined. Tracks of the discrete phase particles are solved by integrating the
differential equation of the particle force in the Lagrangian coordinate system, and trajectory of particles and the heat and mass transfer caused by particles can be calculated (Somwangthanaroj and Fukuda, 2020). Assuming that particles have no volume in fluid motion, collisions between particles can be ignored [30, 31]. Therefore, the DPM is applicable as long as the fluid is with a low volume fraction of discrete phase.

Core of the DPM model is using the Newton's second law to calculate tracks of particles in fluid. In the Lagrangian coordinate system, tracks of discrete phase particles (droplets or bubbles) are predicted by integrating the dynamic equilibrium equation of particles. This dynamic equilibrium equation equates the inertia of particle with the force acting on particle, which can be written as:

\[
m_p \frac{d\vec{u}_p}{dt} = \sum_i \vec{F}_i
\]

where \(m_p \cdot \vec{u}_p \cdot \vec{F} \) denote mass of particles, the velocity of discrete phase, different types of forces exerted on particles in flow. Generally speaking, the force acting on particles consists of drag force, gravity, Brownian Force, Saffman Lift Force, Magnus Force and Thermophoretic Force, etc.

Rotation of particles is also a type of motion in flow field, which has a great influence on the trajectory of particles. For large particles or heavy particles with a high moment of inertia, the effect is more pronounced. Therefore, rotation of particles cannot be ignored in simulation. Considering the rotation of particles, additional ordinary differential equation of particle angular momentum is solved by:

\[
I_p \frac{d\vec{\omega}_p}{dt} = \frac{d_p}{2} \rho_f \left( \frac{d_p}{2} \right)^5 \left[ \vec{C}_d \Omega \times \vec{\omega}_p + \vec{\Omega} \times \vec{\Omega} \right] = \vec{T}
\]

where \(I_p, \omega_p, \rho_f, d_p, C_d, \vec{T} \) denote moment of inertia, particle angular velocity, fluid density, particle diameter, rotation drag coefficient and torque applied to the particles in the fluid domain, respectively. \(\vec{\Omega} \) denotes relative particle-fluid angular velocity which is computed by:

\[
\vec{\Omega} = \frac{1}{2} \vec{V} \times \vec{u}_f - \vec{\omega}_p
\]

For spherical particles, the formula for calculating the moment of inertia is:

\[
I_p = \frac{\pi}{60} \rho_p d_p^5
\]

It is obvious that torque \(\vec{T} \) is produced by the balance between particle inertia and resistance.

Heat transfer between particles and fluid follows the heat transfer equation:

\[
m_p C_p \frac{dT_p}{dt} = h \cdot A_p (T_f - T_p)
\]

where \(A_p, C_p, T_p, T_f, h \) denote particle surface area, isobaric specific heat capacity, particles temperature, fluid temperature and convective heat transfer coefficient between particles and fluid, respectively. Because particles stay on the wall for a relatively short time and the temperature of particles is not much different from the temperature of gas, heat transfer between particles and wall is not calculated.

In this paper, carbon particles are taken as the research object. The discrete phase is coupled with flow field, and the steady-state tracking method is adopted. The particles are injected from the inlet by surface injection. When calculating the particle track, it is necessary to consider collision between particles and wall (Ghenaïet al., 2010). Because kinetic energy of particles is partially lost after rebound, size and direction of particle velocity will change. The movement type at inlet and outlet is set to escape, and the movement type of the particles on the wall is set to reflection. Since carbon particles are mixed into fluid and the volume fraction of particles is small, the particle temperature and flow rate can be set to be same as the fluid. Particle size entering the turbine is generally concentrated in tens of microns (Liu et al., 2021; Hamed et al., 2006). In order to analyze the influence of particles on aerodynamic performance of turbine directly, the simulation with 0.5%, 5% and 10% mass fraction of carbon particles are carried out respectively. Mass fraction of the particles can be determined according to the mass flow rate of radial turbine under different working conditions.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Validation of Numerical Method

To validate accuracy of the CFD method adopted in this study, the CFD results are compared against the experimental data of a Brayton-cycle turbine using argon as working fluid. Details of the turbine geometry and test conditions are listed in Reference [32].

Comparison of calculated efficiency and test values under different pressure ratios are shown as Fig. 4. The maximum of deviation between CFD results and experimental data is less than 1%. It indicates good consistence between prediction and experiment.
3.2 Influence of Particle Mass Fraction on Turbine Performance

Mass fraction of carbon particles which are generated in carbon heater and flow into radial turbine may change over time. In order to explore the effect of particle mass fraction on turbine performance, three flow fields with different mass fractions of particles are selected for comparison. First, steady three-dimensional numerical simulation for a radial turbine is performed to obtain the aerodynamic parameters of flow field. After argon flows through the stator, variation of total pressure and total temperature is little, while static pressure and Mach number change greatly, and speed rises in stator passage rapidly. There is almost no change in aerodynamic parameters at the interface of stator and rotor. Total pressure, static pressure, temperature and Mach number in the rotor flow passage change dramatically, and flow rate decreases gradually as the fluid flows. Carbon particles with mass fractions of 0.5%, 5%, and 10% are added to fluid respectively and these conditions are compared with the initial flow field. It can be seen from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that as particle mass fraction increases, temperature in flow field increases, and this effect is extremely obvious at the outlet.

![Figure 5 Temperature distribution at 50% blade height with different mass fraction of particles](image)

![Figure 6 Outlet temperature distribution with different mass fraction of particles](image)

![Figure 7 Comparison of thermodynamic parameters with different mass fraction of particles in stator: (a) total pressure; (b) static pressure; (c) temperature; (d) Mach number](image)
Streamlines are selected near the stator and rotor blades. Along these streamlines, comparisons of total pressure, static pressure, temperature and Mach number are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

It can be seen from the above results that aerodynamic parameters change with mass fraction of particles. In order to analyse relationship between aerodynamic parameters and particles quantitatively, dimensionless aerodynamic parameters at interface are shown in Fig. 10.

At interface, with increase of mass fraction of carbon particles, total pressure, static pressure and Mach number decreased obviously while temperature increased, and the effect is more significant as mass fraction gets greater. Aerodynamic parameters at the interface change in the same way with that in stator and rotor passage. Collision and rebound of particles in flow passage will cause energy loss and reduction of velocity. This part of energy is converted into heat and absorbed by fluid, thus temperature of the fluid gradually rises with the increase of mass fraction of particles.

Isentropic efficiency is a key parameter to evaluate a turbine performance. Carbon particles are added to flow field of a radial turbine under different operating conditions to investigate the effect of mass fraction of carbon particles on turbine efficiency. Five operating conditions with pressure drop ratio of 1.8, 2.1, 2.5, 3.0 and 4.0 are calculated. Compared with data of initial flow field,
the performance curves shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 can be obtained:

\[\text{Figure 11 Variation of isentropic efficiency with pressure ratio under different mass fractions of particle}\]

\[\text{Figure 12 Variation of mass flow rate with pressure ratio under different mass fractions of particle}\]

1. After adding carbon particles with different mass fractions, the isentropic efficiency of turbine under each working condition has a significant drop. The greater the mass fraction, the more the isentropic efficiency decreases, and the decrease is greatest when the pressure ratio is 3.0. The reason for this phenomenon is caused by changes in parameters such as total pressure and total temperature of the flow field.

2. After adding carbon particles, the mass flow rate decreases with the increase of carbon particle mass fraction. Mass flow rate does not change significantly as mass fraction of carbon particles is 0.5%. When mass fraction is 5% and 10%, the mass flow rate decreases significantly and is most affected at a pressure drop ratio of 4.0. The increased flow resistance is a result of a higher apparent viscosity of the fluid due to the increased mass fraction of particles.

### 3.3 Influence of Particle Diameter on Performance of Radial Turbine

In order to investigate the effect of particle diameter on turbine performance, average diameter of particles was taken as 0.01 mm, 0.03 mm, 0.05 mm, 0.07 mm and 0.09 mm respectively.

Particle Stokes number is a function of particle diameter and density, it is defined as \(St = \frac{\tau_p}{\tau_f}\) in Eqs. (6) and (7) and is used to describe the ability particle entrainment carried by the gas phase (Fra et al., 2020).

\[
\tau_p = \frac{1}{18} \frac{\rho_p d_p^2}{\mu_g}
\]  \tag{6}

\[
\tau_f = \frac{L_{\text{char}}}{U_{\text{char}}}
\]  \tag{7}

where \(\rho_p\), \(d_p\), \(\mu_g\), \(L_{\text{char}}\), \(U_{\text{char}}\) denote density, diameter of discrete phase, viscosity of fluid, Characteristic length and Characteristic velocity of particles.

When particle diameter is small, Stokes number is also small, and most of the particles can flow with fluid, so rebound of particle is weak, and the particle trajectory is relatively regular. As particle diameter increases, Stokes number becomes larger, the ability of particles to flow with the fluid becomes worse, rebound and collision of particles become stronger, and particle trajectory becomes irregular. This phenomenon can be clearly observed from the red dashed box in Fig. 13.

\[\text{Figure 13 Trajectory of particles with different diameters at mass fraction of 5%: (a) } d = 0.01 \text{ mm, (b) } d = 0.03 \text{ mm, (c) } d = 0.05 \text{ mm, (d) } d = 0.07 \text{ mm, (e) } d = 0.09 \text{ mm}\]
Fig. 14 shows the variation of isentropic efficiency and mass flow rate with average diameter of particles. It indicates that isentropic efficiency and mass flow rate increase with particle diameter. Main reason is that when mass fraction of carbon particles is constant, number of particles increases with the decrease of particle diameter and more particles are distributed in flow field, which will enhance the influence of particles. Conversely, the larger the particle diameter, the smaller the number of particles, and the weaker the influence on flow field.

It can be seen that there is little difference in isentropic efficiency between two velocities while the difference of mass flow rate is negligible.

The incident velocity of particles will affect particle trajectory, particle collision and particle diameter distribution. It can be seen from Fig. 16 that at a small incident velocity of particles, particles reflect after hitting the wall with small reflection angle and trajectories of particles are relatively regular. When incident velocity of particles becomes larger, the reflection angle increases and the trajectories become denser and irregular. This phenomenon is more obvious in stator flow passage, because particle velocity will gradually increase to the velocity of main flow, and fluid velocity in the rotor is almost the same as the particle velocity. In addition, incident velocity can also affect particle diameter distribution on blade surface. It can be seen from Fig. 17 that particle diameter on blade surface is larger with a larger particle velocity. This phenomenon is particularly obvious at the leading edge of the suction surface of stator blade. This is due to the increase of collision which makes many large particles deposit on the surface of blade.

3.4 The Effect of Particle Incident Velocity on Particle Motion

As carbon particles flow into turbine with fluid, particles’ rate cannot be determined. If the pipeline between carbon heater and turbine is long enough, the particles will enter turbine at the same velocity as the fluid. When particles cannot be accelerated sufficiently to the same velocity as fluid, it may not be able to truly express the motion of particles. In this paper, half of fluid velocity is taken as the particle velocity. The results show that incident velocity of particles has little effect on performance of turbine and aerodynamic parameters of flow field. Variation of isentropic efficiency and mass flow rate with pressure ratio at two incident velocities is shown in Fig. 15.

4 CONCLUSIONS

To fill the gap of study of the influence of carbon particles in a radial turbine, based on the DPM model, CFD method is adopted in this paper to study the effects of carbon particles. Compared to the existing studies, influences of mass fraction, particle diameter and incident velocity on the flow field and performance of a radial turbine are investigated. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Influence of carbon particles on flow field of a radial turbine is studied by adding carbon particles of different mass fraction into the turbine and comparing flow...
field with initial condition. With the entrance of particles, total pressure, static pressure and Mach number decrease and temperature increases. Centrifugal force in rotor will weaken this influence. The existence of particulate impurities in turbine will disturb flow field, even make turbine to work under off-design conditions as the particle fraction is large enough.

(2) Isentropic efficiency and mass flow rate of turbine decrease with particle mass fraction and the effect is more significant as mass fraction gets greater.

(3) When particle mass fraction is constant, impact of particles on flow field lessens with the increase of particle diameter. A larger particle diameter makes particles more difficult to drift with main fluid. Therefore, rebound and collision of particles in flow field are intense and trajectories of particles are more irregular.

(4) The incident velocity of particles has almost no effect on the aerodynamic parameters of a radial turbine flow field, but collisions and reflection angle of particles increase with the velocity, and particle diameter on blade surface is larger.
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